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Abstract—PC systems usage is accumulated day by day, once the usage is increasing manner 
we should always beware the method programming and disk programming. These 2 area 
unit vital to extend the hardiness and fastness of the system. during this paper we have a 
tendency to mentioned the a number of the disk programming algorithms, once the no of 
cylinders and disk head beginning position is same for the FCFS,SCAN,SSTF Algorithms, 
the whole interval is varies within the on top of algorithms. much we have a tendency to 
enforced, tested these algorithmic programs with Machine Learning ideas and shown the 
simplest algorithm with result value.  
 
Index Terms— FCFS,SCAN,SSTF, Disk programming. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An operating system (OS) is system software that manages computer hardware and software resources and 
provides common therefore the hardware, though the applying code is typically dead directly by the hardware 
and often makes system calls to associate degree OS operate or is interrupted by it. in operation systems area 
unit found[1] on several devices that contain a computer – from cellular phones and video game consoles to 
web servers and supercomputers.  
Machine learning is associate degree application of AI (AI) that has systems the flexibility to mechanically 
learn and improve from expertise while not being expressly programmed. Machine learning focuses on the 
event of pc programs which will access knowledge and use it learn for themselves. The process of learning 
begins with observations or knowledge[2.3], like examples, direct expertise, or instruction, so as to appear for 
patterns in knowledge and create higher selections within the future supported the examples that we offer. 
The first aim is to permit the computers learn mechanically while not human intervention or help and change 
actions consequently. 

A. Disk programming  
Disk scheduling is completed by in operation systems to schedule I/O requests inbound for disk. Disk 
programming is additionally called I/O programming. Disk programming services for computer programs. 
Time-sharing  operating systems schedule tasks for economical use of the system and will conjointly embody  
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accounting computer code for value allocation of processor time, mass storage, printing, and different 
resources. 
For hardware functions such as input and output and memory allocation[4], the software package acts as 
associated degree go-between programs and is very important because: 

 Multiple I/O requests could arrive by totally different processes and only  I/O request is served at a 
time by control. 

 Therefore different I/O requests have to be compelled to wait in waiting queue and want to be 
scheduled . 

 Two or additional request is also faraway from one another thus may end up in bigger disk arm 
movement.  

Hard drives area unit one amongst the slowest components of computing system associate degreed therefore 
have to be compelled to be accessed in an economical manner[6,7]. 
There area unit several Disk programming Algorithms however before discussing them let’s have a fast 
consider a number of the vital terms 
Seek Time: Seek time is that the time taken to find the disk arm to a such that track wherever the information 
is to be browse or write. that the disk programming algorithmic program that provides minimum average 
interval is healthier. 
Rotational Latency: move Latency is that the time taken by the specified sector of disk to rotate into a grip so 
it will access the read/write heads. that the disk programming algorithmic program that provides minimum 
latency is healthier[8]. 
Transfer Time: Transfer time is that the time to transfer the information. It depends on the rotating speed of 
the disk and variety of bytes to be transferred. 

Disk time interval: memory access Time is=seek time + latency + transfer time 

Disk Response Time: Response Time is that the average of your time spent by a call for participation waiting 
to perform its I/O operation. Average Response time is the reaction time of the all requests[5]. Variance 
Response Time is live of however individual request area unit repaired with relevance average reaction 
time. that the disk programming algorithmic program that provides minimum variance reaction time is 
healthier. 

B. Disk Scheduling Algorithm 
FCFS: FCFS is that the simplest of all the Disk programming Algorithms. In FCFS, the requests area unit 
self-addressed within the order they arrive within the disk queue. 
Advantages: 
Every request gets a good probability 
No indefinite postponement 
Disadvantages: 
Does not try and optimize interval 
May not offer the simplest doable service 
SSTF: In SSTF (Shortest interval First), requests having shortest interval area unit dead initial. So, the 
interval of each request is calculated before in queue then they're scheduled in keeping with their calculated 
interval. As a result, the request close to the disk arm can get dead initial. SSTF is actually associate degree 
improvement over FCFS because it decreases the typical reaction time and will increase the outturn of 
system. 

Advantages: 
Average reaction time decreases 
Throughput will increase 

Disadvantages: 
Overhead to calculate interval before Can cause Starvation for a call for participation if it's higher interval as 
compared to incoming requests 
High variance of reaction time as SSTF favours just some requests 
SCAN: In SCAN algorithmic program the disk arm moves into a specific direction and services the requests 
returning in its path and when reaching the tip of disk, it reverses its direction and once more services the 
request inbound in its path. So, this algorithmic program works like associate degree elevator and therefore 
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conjointly far-famed as elevator algorithmic program. As a result, the requests at the midrange area unit 
repaired additional and people inbound behind the disk arm can have to be compelled to wait. 

Advantages: 
High outturn 
Low variance of reaction time 
Average reaction time 

Disadvantages: 
Long waiting time for requests for locations simply visited by disk arm 
CSCAN: In SCAN algorithmic program, the disk arm once more scans the trail that has been scanned, when 
reversing its direction. So, it's going to be doable that too several requests area unit waiting at the opposite 
finish or there is also zero or few requests unfinished at the scanned space. 
These things area unit avoided in CSAN algorithm during which the disk arm rather than reversing its 
direction goes to the opposite finish of the disk and starts sexual union the requests from there. So, the disk 
arm moves during a circular fashion and this algorithmic program is additionally just like SCAN algorithmic 
program and  -SCAN(CircularSCAN). 

Advantages: 
Provides additional uniform wait time compared to SCAN 
LOOK: It is analogous to the SCAN disk programming algorithmic program except the distinction that the 
disk arm in spite of progressing to the tip of the disk goes solely to the last request to be repaired before of 
the pinnacle then reverses its direction from there solely. therefore it prevents the additional delay that 
occurred because of uncalled-for traversal to the tip of the disk. 
CLOOK: As LOOK is analogous to SCAN algorithmic program, in similar manner, CLOOK is analogous to 
CSCAN disk programming algorithmic program. In CLOOK, the disk arm inspite of progressing to the tip 
goes solely to the last request to be repaired before of the pinnacle then from there goes to the opposite end’s 
last request. Thus, it conjointly prevents the additional delay that occurred because of uncalled-for traversal 
to the tip of the disk. 
Each algorithmic program is exclusive in its own manner. Overall Performance depends on variety and sort 
of requests. 

II. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGIES 

Disk programming is that the method of deciding that of the cylinder request is within the prepared queue is 
to be accessed next. initial come back initial Served (FCFS), Shortest interval initial (SSTF), and SCAN. The 
time interval Here we have a tendency to enforced a programme for Disk programming algorithms initial 
come back and therefore the information measure is improved by programming the sexual union of disk I/O 
requests in sensible order. 

A. Algorithm 
1. initial come back initial Serve programming (FCFS) algorithm – The operations area unit performed 

so as requested. 
2. there's no rearrangement Input the utmost variety of cylinders and work queue and its head 

beginning position of labor queue. 
3. Every request is repaired, thus there's no starvation. 
4. The interval is calculated. 
5. Shortest interval initial Scheduling (SSTF) algorithmic program – This algorithm selects the request 

with the minimum interval from this head position. 
6. Since interval will increase with the amount of cylinders traversed by the pinnacle, SSTF chooses 

the unfinished request highest to this head position. 
7. The interval is calculated. 
8. SCAN programming algorithm – The disk arm starts at one finish of the disk, and moves toward the 

opposite finish, sexual union requests because it reaches every cylinder, till it gets to the opposite 
finish of the disk. 

9. At the opposite finish, the direction of head movement is reversed, and sexual union continues. 
10. The head endlessly scans back and forth across the disk. 
11. The interval is calculated. 
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12. Display the interval and terminate the program 

III. SENSIBLE IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS  

Here we have a tendency to enforced the perceptron learning algorithmic program for the simplest results, the 
results area unit shown below  
Enter the utmost variety of cylinders : two hundred 
enter variety of queue components 
5 
Enter the work queue 
23 
89 
132 
42 
187 
Enter the disk head beginning position: 
100 
FCFS 
***** 
Total interval : 421 
SSTF 
***** 
Total interval is: 273 
SCAN 
***** 
Total interval : 287 

TABLE I: THE TOTAL SEEK TIME FOR THE FCFS,SSTF,SCAN ALGORITHMS 

S.No Algorithm No of  cylinders disk head starting 
position 

Total seek time 

1 FCFS 200 100 421 
2 SSTF 200 100 273 
3 SCAN 200 100 287 

 
Figure 1: Comparative Graphical illustration of total interval 
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when we implement the Disk scheduling algorithms namely FCFS, SSTF,  and SCAN algorithms was written 
and executed. SSTF having the least seek time after scan algorithm taking least seek time. The obtained 
outputs were verified. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In software package the control controlees Multiple input output requests could arrive by totally different 
Processes then only 1 input or output request is served at a time. Disk programming algorithms area unit vital 
to handle tough tasks , here we have a tendency to shown the results and relatively FCFS and SSTF , SCAN 
programming algorithmic program is Total interval is a smaller amount, thus it's higher than the FCFS and 
SSTF. 
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